
Lauri & Amy – 18.2.2020



1. SYNTHESISE: Bring together & discuss the different 
governance contexts and scales we’ve gone through

 BROADEN: Linking these to politics and power

2. REFLECT: Looking back for the course contents 
& arrangements + giving feedback on those

3. FEEDBACK: Group discussion where you discuss how 
your group worked (light version of ’I like, I Wish’)



Last time we already discussed about 
methodological key points: now focus on different 
governance contexts i.e. Case Studies 

Discussion in mixed pairs: 

What were the key differences and key 
similarities between the governance 
arrangements in our five Case Studies? Why?

How does scale affect governance?



New kind of Reading Circle!
 Get into mixed groups of 3 people according to 
the politics-related article you browsed through: 

1. Meadowcroft 2002: politics & scale

2. Molle 2008: nirvana concepts & narratives

3. Mollinga 2001: water politics in three levels

4. Zeitoun & Warner 2006: hydro-hegemony 
in transboundary water conflicts



1) Share your personal Key Points with group

2) Then discuss who was the most powerful 
actor in your own Case Studies and why? 

3) Then answer together: 

• What is the role of politics and 
power in water governance? 

• How politics can be addressed and under-
stood as part of a governance process?



Some remarks: 

• Politics link to differing values and interests 
we as groups of people hold
 Politics can be seen as a filter for current 

public opinion …in democratic societies

• Power related to many things, such as 
decision power, money and knowledge
 Different forms of power: e.g. 

hard power and soft power

(More e.g. in Lukes 2005)



AMY’S PRESENTATION! 
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Group Discussion

Agree on three Take-Home Messages 
from the entire course for your group: 
what were the key points you learned/realised?

Write to MyCourses Take-Home Messages 
forum: start new thread with your group name

 After, I will ask one key point group by group

THE COURSE 



YOUR DEFINITIONS FROM FIRST LECTURE



• SYSTEM

Define your system’s scale & boundaries clearly for analysis, 
and use your indicators at the same level of detail 
(also remember that in reality the boundaries are fuzzy…)

• TIME
All contexts have history (and future) which often help to 

explain the situation existing today (e.g. HSY, WFD)

• TECHNICAL & POLITICAL GOVERNANCE
 Just focusing on ‘technical/formal governance such as 
organisational diagrams and legislation gets you only to the 
beginning. Actual implementation often through informal 
institutions and interactions – and is very political!



Governance tension 1: 
formal vs. informal?

DESIGNED/FORMAL INFORMAL/BRICOLAGE

Hierarchical, defined roles Fuzzy, no specified roles

Formal, official, intentional Informal, unofficial

Specified roles and rules Blurred roles and rules

Designed and intentionally managed Pieced together, improvised

Separate body for governance Decision making through every-day life

Rational (incentives, rules, sanctions) Relational (relationships, creativity)

 Both types (and hybrid) organisations and institutions exist, 
and both types can potentially manage natural resources well: 

yet, their actual way of working is very different

Based on slides by Juho Haapala

For more, see e.g. Elinor Ostrom’s works and 
Frances Cleaver’s works on institutional bricolage



Agent is an actor that has 
authority to act on an issue 
according to one’s will (=agency).

Governance tension 2: 
agency vs. structure?

Structure is the patterned 
arrangements which influence 
the actors’ choices and 
opportunities available

“Passive actors with well-defined roles 
within a given, larger structure. 
Structure matters, not actors” 

 caste system, structuralism

“Proactive actors are totally 
free and shape their own 
operational environment, 
even reality”

 neoliberal individualism

There is a fruitful middle way
between the two extremes

Based on slides by Juho Haapala



QUESTIONS, COMMENTS?
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Source: Aurora 
/ Tuckman

http://bit.ly/2cPGiFa

Based on
Tuckman (1965)

http://bit.ly/2cPGiFa


You all will fill in Peer & Self Assessment, giving grade & short 
written feedback to all group members (incl. yourself)

Now possibility to give feedback face-to-face through 
light ‘I like, I wish’ (https://ilikeiwish.org) 

Write down three “I wishes” for your group
Write down three “I likes” for your group

Then discuss these in your group, one person at 
a time: first ‘wishes’ round i.e. everyone saying 
their wishes, then finish with ‘likes’ round 

No harm if you repeat what others said 
= shows that point is important for many

GROUP FEEDBACK 

https://ilikeiwish.org/


Think alone: 
What was my role for our groups’ ‘likes’?
What about the ‘wishes’?

1. Is there something I could have differently?

2. What kind of role I took? (see next slide)

3. What did I learn for future group work?

GROUP FEEDBACK 
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• SHAPER brainstorms & comes up with new ideas

• IMPLEMENTER implements & organises

• ’VASTARANNAN KIISKI’ (MOANER) opposes everything

• CLOWN makes fun of everything (also in good sense)

• COORDINATOR focuses on the job + keeps up good spirit

• WITHDREWER stands back, does only what is asked to

• FREE-RIDER let’s others do the work, but takes credit

• SPECIALIST brings in-depth (but selective) knowledge

• OVERACHIEVER aims high, even at the cost of team spirit



THANK YOU!
0)  Final Case Study Session 

on Thursday: Amy and 
Lauri present if you still
have some questions

1) Remember to submit
Final Report, Take-Home 
Messages & other possible
tasks by the end of the
course (Sun Feb 23th) 

2) Fill in Peer & Self
Assessment (comes
through email)

3) Respond to Course 
Feedback (sent to you
by email)



5% = 50%
As water and environmental engineer, you are not 
supposed to become governance guru.

Yet, putting bit of your time and effort (max. 5%, even 1%) 
occasionally (e.g. when starting a new job or project, 
re-thinking your work profile) into understanding the 
governance setting of your work, helps a lot – can even 
make your output 50% better! 

(Note: This claim is not based on scientific analysis, but purely 
entertaining and thought-provoking equation for you to remember) 



That’s all
folks,

thank you!

WAT-E2080 Water & Governance course @ Aalto



ADDITIONAL SLIDES



VS.

GOVERNANCE is broad & critical 
 Maintains a critical view =

tries to understand why things 
are as they are, and how they 
could be improved

 Don’t take e.g. laws as granted, 
but critically view them and their 
actual implementation (and lack of). 

 Includes a broader set of actors than 
those included in actual management  

MGT is about operationalisation
 Takes a certain governance contexts and 

its actors and institutions as given: starting 
point for operationalising the governance.

 Management is thus often quite technical 
task and the realm for engineers: ‘making 
things happen’ (and not asking questions). 

 Yet, successful management should be 
based on understanding and reflection 
of the governance context.

For more, see e.g. Hufty 2011; Keskinen 2010; Sojamo 2016. 



Differing settings to 
governance

• There are differing governance settings/approach 

Differing settings and approaches available from 
literature, ranging e.g. from centralised/hierarchical 
to networked, and from strongly (publicly) regulated 
to market-driven

Most contexts are mixed, but thinking of their 
dominant ‘setting/approach’ may help to understand 
how it is structured and how it works (or not)    



Meene et al. (2011). Towards understanding governance for sustainable urban water management


